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Enclosures:

Source File No.:
Synopsis:
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, ,~. In July, 1~41 1 the Diat~iot l:n.telligenoe Ot.fia~ 'tm.da:irtook
the t~:rmat1en ef. an un.d.ef.!oov•r g~oup oompo$ed of Amel:":tew:i oi t:t,....
l@nt 0t Jay;uinese an<HHrt:ry, By a, careful,. tediou1 proees, o!'
sel$ot1on., the o:rgani:aation htus g:r-own. to J:10 members, who in
tu:r~:n have thtir Clt(Il. sp@Qial eontaeta who do not know o:t;• tb.$
$x1sttnoe ot the u.nderoover group.. Th$ gt,ioup 1a atup~rv:tliled
by Qn Agent; of DJ:O ... l4ND, who works full ·b:tm.e, using an ot.f'1.ee>
rutpaJ.'1$.te from the District Int6'lligeno~ Ot.r.:tcu1>.

. 1:ffetheds of' organization, indootr1nat1on,. training, anct
opera:ti0r11 set to:r·bb, in th1~ :report~

DEJDUCTIONS:

As orgardzed in l4ND, the Japanese undercover g:1:1oup has
proved. ·valuable in oollect:lng :tnfor:mation of val,;i.e to DIO•l4ND
oonoerning the Japanese oo:mmtmi ty on the Island. ot Oahu~
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CONFIDENTIAL

JAPANESE UNDERCOVER ORGANIZATION
H I S T OR I CAL

For many years the need for dependable
sources of information s~lected from among the Japanese
population has been recognized.

The care and skill with

which the Japanese have organized subversive networks
demand a form of investigation radically different from
methods routinely used.

For more than six years, on the

West Coast, efforts have been made to recruit Japanese
undercover agents.

Except for an occasional informant,

these efforts have largely been unsuccessful*
Sometimes good prospects for undercover
work have been found to be too intimate with Japanese
espionage suspects to justify the risk of employment.
lhe pop~lar impression, which is common in the Service,
that members of the Japanese race are deceitful, treach""
erous, and of uncertain loyalty, has also been a serious
obstacle in the dev~lopment of Japanese undercover agents.
During the past two years, however, as
international tension increased and realization of our
Intelligence deficiencies g~ew, renewed attempts have
"been made to recruit informeAnts.

These attempts have

.1

... 1 ...
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H I S T OR I CA L
. -{continuedJlargely consisted of appeals to the patriotism of Amer~
ican citizens of Japanese ancestry.

These appeals have

been directed to large groups of Nisei, such as the Young
Japanese Citizens League, in the 11th, 12th, and 13th
Naval Districts..

These approaches were based upon the

assumption that loyalty to the United States would be
voluntarily demonstrated by the offering of information
to the Government Intelligence serviceso-

Few, if any,

Nisei came forward to volunteer.
Before condemning the Nisei, we should
now analyze the possible causes for our lack of success:
Perhaps the Y.J~C.L. groups had no information to offer,
being so far Americanized th.at the subversive elements
of the Japanese population refused to reveal to them any
hint of anti~American sentiment or activities; it may be
that the
appeal made to the Nisei was not properly pre•
,
sented, nor sufficiently emphasized; it may be that the
younger Japanese were restrained from offering their ser"l"
vices by a sense of racial loyalty to the older groups;
it may even have been the case that social and economic
pressure was brought to bear by the older Japanese upon
the younger element, which might otherwise have been favor~

ably inclined.

Whatever the reason, the fact remains that

until the past year few, if any, Nisei ehose to e:ngage il'l

... 2 ...,
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H l S T OR I CA L
··-i 'c'orit i,nue d J'"' ·an t:t,. ... J ap e.ne s e counterespionage activities.

In July, 1941, with the prospect of war

incre~sing rapidly, the District Intelligence Officer,
14th Naval District, made the first known serious effort
to recruit undercover agents among the Nisei ..

The task

w~s assigned to Agent Joseph p,.. McCarthy, whose success
in the preliminary stages of organization :resu 1 ted in his

being assigned to this work as fu.11 ... time Director in Ooto ...
ber, 1941.

METHOD QE ORGANIZATION

Profiting by the experience of others
on the West Coast, it was determined to employ different
methods of approe.c.h.

In the 14th Naval District citizens

of Japanese ancestry are more closely associated through~
out their live$ with white Americans than in any other
district.

This fact enabled a. few of the younger Japan-

ese businessmen to be selected upon the basis oi' unqua.11 ...
fied :reoom:menda.tions made by lifelong white associates,

Investigations of these people were carried to an extreme
of thoroughness.

AlL possible information was obtained;,

a tew who .first were qualified assisted in the :riemaining
investigations until finally a nucleus of one dozen

!

.1
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intelligent, loyal Nisei was assured.
So far as was humanly possible to deter-

mine, the loyalty

of these men to the United States was

b~yond questi.on$

Moreover, they realized fully that in

agreeing to assist the Government against others o.f their

own race, they had taken a most importoot step and thereby
had risked serious social and economic consequences if

their activities became known.

For this reason it was

decided to allow this group to select other Nisei in whom
they could repose perfect confidence.

It was felt that

they had a double reason to exercise care in the selection
of their associates.

This belief was confirmed by the pre-

cautions with which the original twelve conducted their
numerical expansion.,

When their number had grown to tw.enty-

f i ve, this group was designated as a permanent Executive

Council and allowed a large share in the further expansion
and control of the organization ..

After the Executive Council was formed,
a list of four hundred names was submitted to the Council

for study.,

This list had been culled from a master list

of three thousand names and had been checked against·the
files qf the District Intelligence Office, the local Federal Burea:µ of Investigation, and Mill tary Intelligence

I
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I

Division, Hawaiian Department.

-

Mimeographed co.pies wel:'e

fuPnished each of the twenty-five :members, who studied
the list for a WeQ~k and marked only the names of those
in whose loyalty he had perfect confidence.

When all

twenty-five marked lists had been assembled it was found
that this process of selection had yielded the names of
eighty-five pe:rsons who shared the unanimous confidence
These eighty-five names were

of the Executive Council.

used as a. rese:rvoir from which additional members might
be drawn and the organization was thus gradually expanded
to one hundred and ten.,

To safeguard their identity,

ea.ch member wa.s a.sfd.gned a confidential number to be used
in lieu of signatur.e. and name in a.ll records and reports.
It was a.greed at this time that no additional members would be recruited for the metropolit~n
area, except in extraordinary cases, unanimously approved
by the entire organization .•

For the purpose of affording comprehensive

geographical coverage of the Isl.and of Oahu, the Executive
Council ~ele~ted key men to represent the organization in
qutlying districts.

The key men were elected to membership

in the Counci:}. and were a:).lowed to select from two to six
aEJsistants each.

These assistants were appointeo. only
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after investigation by the Office of Naval Intelligence
and were not allowed to be associated with., or even to
have knowledge of, the parent organization •

.;;;;I,;;.;.:ND~O_C_T__
R_IN=A.;;..T=I;..;.,.O_,N

film.

MORALE

Until the first dozen members had been
'
selected., no discussions
were held regarding the work which

they were to do,

It was felt that their loyalty was beyond

question., but there still remained the delicate task of
persuading them to work actively against other members of
their own race.

This task was accomplislled by a condition-

ing process., consisting essentially of some half dozen
in.formal., yet inspirational talks.

The subject of these

conversations was:
( a)

the logic of subversive enemy opera·~ions
in Hawaii;

(b)

the character of modern allmout war, which
includes civ:tlians a.swell as the military}

(c)

the opportunity which this situation presented
to the Nisei for patriotio service;

(d)

the permanent advantage which might be gained

by the Nisei in sharing the task of solving
the alien problem in Hawaii.
In these early talks special emphasis was

laid upon the immense trust implied by their selection.,

,,''
J!

I'
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INDOCTRINATION AND MORALE
(continued)
This tru$t was further indicated by confiding to the group
information which appeared to be highly confidential, but
which was, in fact~ obtainable from public sources,

Con"

tinually stressed w~s the fact that active participation
against any and all enemies of the United States, either
within or without, is an essential characteristic of American citizens.
After the preliminary meetings the group
was convinced what their proper course should be, but they

still appeared to be reluctant to denounce any local suspect
in the presence of a third person.

This reluctance was

'
I

I!

I
I'
'I

recognized and overcome in a period of several weeks, during which each member of the nucleus group was given a

weekly private interview, in which he could discuss possible suspects confidentially with the Director of the
organization.
This method of winning the confidence of
the members proved so successful that, at the end of sev•
eral weeks, their timidity was overcome and they began
to voluntarily discuss questionable Jap~nese individuals
in open meeting,,..

Eventually, gaining confidence from ea.ch

other, this willingness to speak before other members of
the group became general, and personal interviews for thi:'$
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INDOCTRINATION AND MORALE
( cori tlnued)
purpose were no longer necess~ry.
The morale of the entire organization has
been maintained at a high level.

This is partly due to

the character of the members, and partly due to the skill
with which they have been handled.

Much commendable effort

can be traced to the fact that outstanding and consistent
performances have been rewarded by selection to membership
in the Executive Council.

Such selection is regarded by

all members as the highest honor to which they may aspire.
Those who have been selected for such recognition have
responded by really remarkable and unselfish devotion to
duty.

Upon election to the Council, each member is pre-

sented with a card identifying him as a voluntary assistant
to the Office of Naval Intelligence.

This card beSJr(3 the

signature, photograph, and fingerprint of the member~

It

ia to be used only in the most extreme emergencies~
A very important contribution to the morale

of the organization has been the manner in which each mem~
ber has been treated by the white Director and his office
staff.

Each member is regarded as a fellow patriot and all

r~lations are maintained upon a basis of social and economic
equality which has yielded the finest possible returns in

loyalty.
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T RA I N I NG

After the group had been persuaded to
actively engage in counterespionage and after they had
been fully indoctrinated in the necessity for loyalty,
hard work and secrecy, the question of their training
was considered.

From casual conversations and increas-

ingly frequent personal contacts, it became obvious that
these men needed the most extensive and thorough instruction.
It has sometimes been thought, by those
unfamiliar with the Nisei,. that they should be able to
present, without effort, immediate evidence of illegal
activity on the part of the Japanese ..

This assumption

is based upon the vague notion that what one Japanese
knows they all know.

A little thought, however, will

disclose that loyal Nisei cannot have definite evidence

at hand to report to the authorities.

The very fact that

these men were highly selected from among the most loyal
and patriotic citizens of Hawaii precludes the possibility
of their having been in prior possession of information
relating to espionageo
It has even been said.,

11 If

these men a.re

really patriotic, why do they not point out the Japanese
spies in the community?"
is no test of patriotism.

Knowledge of illicit activity
If this were true, most o:t' our
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T RA I N I NG
' ( continued)
white collaborators would be found guilty of a lack of
patriotism -- because so far as is known, none of them
has ever been able to deliver to Intelligence full infor"
mation concerning an enemy agent.
Inasmuch as the new recruits were innocent of all knowledge of enemy activity locally, it became
necessary to provide them with the means by which enemy
agents could be discovered from among members of their
own race.

This means consisted of a thorough education

in basic intelligence ·studies, counterespionage II undercover
work, etc.

Although completely ignorant of such matters,

they applied themselves to the prescribed courses of study,
hereinafter described, with such interest and zeal as to
gratify the most exacting instructor.
Training sessions were held for the Executive Council once each week in a secret office separate
and apart from the District Intelligence Office.

Twenty~

six of these classes have been conducted to date.
The r•emaining members are divided into
classes of twenty men., each headed by a member of the
Executive Council.

These classes meet every second week.

Each of these groups has held thirteen sessions to date.
All members are requir•ed to attend, and if their absence

... 10"""'
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T R A I N I N G
(continued)
is unavoidable they are required to attend the meeting of
that class which meets on the following day.
In addition to the regular classroom in-st:ruction, each member of the organization is required to
visit the undercover headquarters at least twice between
each meeting to read written instructions, to review cases,,
to work on various projects, and for personal interviews
with the Director.

Here also they have the opportunity

and responsibility for studying a serles of written lee.-.

tures, pamphlets and books pertaining to Intelligence work.
For this purpose a library has been formed containing use-

ful data which may contribute to the members' knowledge
of the subject of counterespionage.
A permanent record 1s kept of the individual

progress and course of studies completed by each member.
The members know of this record and show a very great in-

terest in making certain that the list of their own completed courses is carefully kept.
In the beginning, the members of this
undercover unit were trained as observers or

11 1:i.stening

posts 11 , and no cases were assigned to them fol" investiga ...
tion.

During this period the office merely received infer ...

mation which they obtained on their own initiative.
.... 11 ...
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[continued)·the growth of confidence in the members, however, actual
assignments were made, and, at this date, the group has
worked on approximately five hundred different Japanese
SU$pect cases.

In spite of this large number of known

suspects who were revealed to this group, it should be
recorded here that there is yet to be discovered a single
instance of information leakage through the organization.
Lectures have been given on the following
subjects:
1.

Interrogations

2.

Surveillances

3.

Pretexts

4.

Undercover Work (general)

5.

Case Analysis

6.

Report Writing

7.

Analysis of Japanese Clubs and
Associations

8.

Analysis of Japanese Religious Sects

9.

Hypothetical and Actual Cases of
Espionage, Sabotage and Propaganda

10.

Espionage Tactics

11.a

Modus Operandi of Japanese Espionage
(local and national)

12.

Modus Operandi of Japanese Espionage
(China and D.E.I,)
- 12 ...
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TRAINING
- ·~ continued)
13.

Morale Building among Local Population

14.

Operations of the Sampan Fleet

15.

Japanese Propaganda

16.

Japanese Psychology and Our Own
Propaganda
In addition to the above lectures, many

informal discussions have been held with the various subordinate g:roups in which the Director has endeavored to
give to each member the benefit of his years of practical
experience as an investigator.

In reviewing the training schedule of
this group, it is apparent that the instruction which
has been given to them compares very favorably with that
received by the regular agents of the District Intelligence
0.ffice.

Notwithstanding this fact, however.; the members

have been continuously reminded that they are essentially
undercover agents and not investigators.

Except in cer-

tain cases where information cannot be obtained by other
Intelligence groups, they are encouraged to remain in
their status of highly~trained and sensitive observers.

- 13 •
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0 P E R A T I ONS.

In actual operation, the wealth of knowledge possessed by the group often does away with the neces~
sity for making a formal investigation.

For example, the

members of one group were shown the photograph of a Japanese.

Within a few minutes and without moving from the room

it was learned that this man had been a chauffeur for the
Japanese Consul; also obtained were his name, his present
address, hie place of business, the name of his partner
in business, his sister's name and her place of employment,
his sweethee.:rt' s name .and her place of employment.

In

addition to this, it was established positively that the
subject was at times a procurer of women for the Consul

I,

in addition to being his chauffeur.
The success with which the group has con~
ducted counterespionage activities is partly due to the
great variety of professions which they represent.

One

young Nisei., a certified public accountant, in his normal
role of investigator of statistical data, has turned in
reports consistently higher in quality an.d accuracy than
any others that have been seen.

Another membe:r, the head

of an insurance agency, has used his profession as a pre~
t~xt w~th which to probe into the depths of the personal

... 14 ...
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0 P E RAT I ONS
(continued)
-lives of likely suspects.

Another insurance salesman,

in the role of a war-risk insurance specialist, has made
himself a specialist in the task of deter-mining what others
of the Japanese race think about the probable outcome of
the war.
A doctor member devotes his time to special
surveillance of other Japanese physicians in possession
of inductotherm apparatus by which they might send radio
signals to the enemy.

One member, as an assistant foreman

of Japanese stevedores., maintains constant surveillance
over the waterfront and those individuals who may be ex~
pected to attempt sabotage.
One prominent Nisei banker takes full advantage of his unexcelled opportunity to maintain surveillance
over the financial dealings of the subjects of investiga~
tion or suspicion,

Another member, a newspaper reporter,

immediately notifies the office of all information reaching
his paper relating to internal security.
As previously stated, this organization
has already handled and investigated approximately five
hundred cases.

In addition to this, they have submitted

the names of more than two hundred people of Japanese ancestry whom they regard as worthy of further investigation.

- 15..,
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(continued)
To d~te there have been submitted to the District Intelli~

gence Office from this group 985 memoranda containing in-

forma~ion considered to be of interest and value to that
office11p

These memoranda are based upon reports submitted

by members of the organization, and each memorandum represents from two to six separate reports.
No better illustration of the aptitude

shown by the members of this group can be given than in
the steady improvement which has been noticed in the character of the reports submitted.

The members have devoted

themselves to the task of presenting perfectly-written re..,
ports, with the result that the reports are now submitted
as received and are merely referred to in the memoranda

presented to the District Intelligence Officer.
It must not be thought that the above accomplishments of the undercover group constitute their sole
contribution to District Intelligence.

Many thousands of

man-hours have been spent in special tasks, in which the

whole group joins and which they call

11 specia1

projects 11 •

A list of these projects follows:
1.

The indexing and translating of old copies

of Japanese "Who's Who 11 gathered from
alien attics.

- 16 ..,.
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(continued)°
2.

The translation of many old newspaper articles, now known to be significant but
formerly thought innocuous.

3.

The card indexing of all adult male Japanese
on the Island of Oahu and the evaluation
of the patriotic sentiments of each of these.
(For instance, this card indexing was ao ...
complished by the group in four days with...
out outside assistance. The evaluation
has reached the number of twenty thousand
to date and will eventually include nearly
fifty thousand males. Each member of the
entire organization is required to spend
a number of hours per week in evaluating
these names; he places his identification
number on the back of the'card in pencil,
blue crayon or red cr~yon, depending upon·
whether he regards the subject as unknown,
safe or dangerous. Eventually the number
of red identification marks on the back
of each card will be a valuable index to
determine individuals requiring special
investigation.)

4.

Complete card indexing of Japanese directories.
(These are cross-indexed against the above
list.)

5.

~he collection of data for the publication
of an analysis of the alien problem in

Hawaii by the District Intelligence Office.

... 17 ...
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6.

The formation of teams under special instruction for the purpose of interrogating
prisoners of war.
(These teams have already done useful work
in obtaining information under pretext of

being friendly local visitors to Japanese
prisoners of war.)
7.

A constant and continuous effort on the part
of each member to pacify and insure the
loyalty of large sections of the Japanese
population by means of direct and indirect
contacts.

8,.

The study., analysis and classification of in-formation, written in Japanese, which was
found in large quantities at the hea:dcµ

arters of the United Japanes.e Society

and the Japanese Chamber of Commerce •

... 18 ...
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CONC LUS I ON

It is felt very strongly that the Japanese
Undercover Organization described above fills an important
need in Domestic Intelligence ac ti vi ty ...

It is believed

that work done by this unit is such as to encourage the
organization of similar groups in other Districts, wheneve:r possible.
To afford·tne Service full advantage of
the experience gained in this District, it may be helpful
to list a few rules for the guidance of officers entrusted

with this responsibility.

They are as follows:

1.

You must believe in your Nisei before you can
trust them, and you must trust them before they
will trust you ..

2.

In order to retain interest and cooperation,
every member must be kept actively at work.

3.

Maintain personal contacts with each.member.

4.

The group must feel that by their efforts
they are proving their Americanism.

5.

Refer to your men as citizens or Nisei. Never
refer to them as Japanese, and use the term
11 Jap 11 only with reference to the enemJ.

6.

The Director must be convinced of the value

7.

and importance of the work to be performed.
The men cannot be convinced by. one who does
not believe. Enthusiasm is contagious.

Give each member full credit for the effort
he makes. Such recognition is his chi,ef
incentive and reward.
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C ONC L US I ON
(continued)
8.

Don't drive, lead. They respond to appeals
for cooperation, but never to coercion, covert
threats, or pressure of any kind.

9.

Give your men credit for intelligence. They
understand your psychology much better than
you understand theirs.

10.

Take a farsighted point of view. Your men
are working for recognition and equal opportunity for their children and grandchildren.

cc
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